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Our Next Meeting:

Lynn Petty - Chapter Contact
9018 Oak Haven Drive
Chattanooga, TN 37421
hlpetty@comcast.net

Our next meeting will be on Monday, April 15th
at 6:30 pm, at HobbyTown USA.
Watch for
Logan’s Coupons! We’ll wrap up around 8 PM and
relocate to Logan’s for dinner.

This Issue
I was unable to be at the last meeting but by all
accounts it was a good one.
See photos
elsewhere in this issue!
This issue has a little bit of everything. Dive in and
enjoy!
My apologies for a long article on my
vacation but hey …...someone might enjoy reading
it. Photos from our last meeting, an article on a
paper pad by Mike Moore.

And this from Mike Driskill and the guys in K-Town
Gents,
Please note that our club has a NEW web site at
this address:
http://knoxvillemodelclub.webs.com/
The site was graciously done by member John
Goethert before our show. It's still in the building
stage but has some good basic info in place
already.
THANKS JOHN! We will look forward to adding to
this in the future!

C U Later…...

Mike D

UPCOMING EVENTS
IPMS/Louisville
IPMS/Pensacola

DATE
5/18/2013
5/3&4/2013

IPMS/Chattanooga ModelCon

1/10&11/2014

Atlanta Figure Show

2/14&15/2014
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Lynn:
Don’t know if you have ever seen the website below or not, but thought you might
be interested. May have some usefulness in conjunction with that little coloridentifying smartphone app you found a couple of years ago.
http://www.colorserver.net/
Bob
“Looks like a newsletter article to me!!!!!!!!!!!” - Editor
I would encourage all you color freaks to mouse around this web page that Bob Colbert sent in this month!!!!!
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1. Dave - If you remember from before, he brought his 54mm Scots Grey troopers that he's been working
on for his Waterloo diorama.
2. Jason Seneker - He finished putting figures with his small Russian Aerosan that he entered in our show.
Looks nice. He also brought a new Airfix 1/48 Supacat Jackal off road military type vehicle. VERY nice looking. I know Emmanuel got pictures of it.
3. Mike Moore - He brought his Academy 1/35 M3 Lee w/Formations conversion to M3A1 for us to look
at. Very nice detail. He was going to "show off" the inside but changed his mind and is now just going to
paint it. He also had his 1/72 Tamiya Zero which I believe he had at Marietta and also took to Knoxville.
4. Ben Bonvillain - He bought a Tamiya 1/48 F-16C/N at HobbyTown before club and opened it up and
passed it around. VERY nice kit.

Photos from
our last
meeting
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Tools I Can’t Live Without – Palette Paper
By Mike Moore
Palette Paper??? Yup. This stuff is incredibly useful, and gets used almost every time I’m sitting at my
bench. So, just what the heck is palette paper? It’s a plastic coated heavy paper that artists use for, of all
things, disposable paint palettes. It’s available at both Hobby Lobby and Michael’s in the painting section
and runs $5-$10 per pad. 40 sheets may not seem like it would last very long, but as I normally tear it into at
least ¼’s and more often 1/8’s, a pad lasts me quite a while.
Ok, so, what does a scale modeler use it for? Lots of things. I first learned about it back in 2007 at the Orange County Nationals. Jim Wechsler did an armor weathering demo and he mixed his washes on the stuff.
Yeah, you do have to be a little careful
about the thinner running off the surface, but
when it does, rather than spill onto you
bench, it gets absorbed by the paper backing.
I also use it all the time as a palette for super glue. Squeeze some glue out onto a bit
of the palette paper and then dip you applicator into the puddle.
It also makes a great (warning…shocker
alert) paint palette for Vallejo paint. I use
Vallejo paints for almost all my detail brush
painting. All I do is again, squeeze a little
paint onto a piece of the paper and then I
can thin it selectively by dipping a wet paint
brush into it. I also mix up colors on it.
I also just used it while working on my M3A1
Lee when I was doing some weathering with
pigments. For a pile of ground up stuff, Mig
Pigments are pretty spendy. So I work with
them on top of a sheet of the palette paper.
Then, when I’m done, I can fold a crease
into the paper and pour the spilled pigments
into a cup of mixed up pigments. And, like
oil washes, I can put a drop of water, thinner, or pigment fixer onto the paper and mix
some pigments into it before applying the
mess.
So, Palette Paper…it’s not just for
“painters”!
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A Trip to Red Flag 13-3
Paula and I love the desert. She loves the total lack of cell phone coverage (not a bad thing for me sometimes too!). I love the sights. Totally different scenery from East Tennessee. With my 10 weeks of 12 hour
days recently and rumor of a new boss I was able to get 10 days of comp time and an impetus to spend it
quickly. What to do in February? A visit to one of my favorite websites was all it took. Dreamland resort
area51 is a web site for serious researchers of Area 51 and the environs around Nellis AFB. None of the
alien baloney is tolerated on their forums! I had been to the neighborhood of Area 51 twice before but not
during an exercise like Red Flag. Off we went with only a couple weeks planning. Camera batteries chargedcheck. Airline tickets ready-check. Scanner capable of military frequencies. Yep the website strongly recommended it. Years ago I looked and a hand portable one was going to cost me 300 bucks. A short visit to
Amazon showed me that all things technical do drop in price and come up in capabilities. Three days later I
had one in hand and spent a night programming the frequencies associated with red flag and Area 51. Fortunately the same website has those as well as a guide to terms and usage by various units.
Yes we did other things in the area on this trip including a drive over to Monument Valley Utah. But that is
outside the scope of this article and audience. Red Flag and Nellis is a busy place. While we were the the
USAF Thunderbirds were practicing every morning. In fact that week they held their acceptance flight before
the big general in charge to review. Sequestration or not there still is a Thunderbirds team ready to roll if
funding comes back. Red Flag according to the web source runs two missions per day. One afternoon and
one night. The general times being posted and the routine said when the AWACS lands that mission is over.
The area where the exercise is held is
equivalent to Switzerland. Yes the
Nellis range is that big! Nellis AFB is
basically on the southeast portion of
he range. Area51 is near the north
central portion of the area. The
Tonopah base is on the north west
part of the range. Area51 plays the
role of a neutral country in the game
scenarios. If you ever watch the old
IMAX movie Red Flag you will see
area51 as a "no fly zone" over the shoulder of the officer giving the big briefing in that movie. As a general
rule the red forces (aka bad guys - the aggressor forces) operate defending the Tonopah area. The blue
forces attack. This means they either fly south of area51 out of sight or north of area51 through coyote pass
which is just off of ET highway. This is important later.
Taking photos at something like this is much like fishing. You sometimes wait for long periods of time for just
a monment of action. On one day I was able to stand off the south end of the two runways at Nellis while
the forces returned. For about 2 hours a variety of aircraft returned from the fight. There was no waiting at
this oint of the trip. It was like shooting fish in a barrel. There were about 20 aviation photographers standing on a convenient berm at a local soccer field which gave a great place to stand as the planes banked into
a landing. I may have had the cheapest camera of the group there but I had the biggest smile. There was
one man who made the trip from England just for he photography. F16s and F15s were common. The more
exotic Typhoons, Tornados, and Mirages were fantastic. Yes it is truly an international air excersic. As the
shadows lengthened the wind chill factor started setting in. It started getting a bit cold. The returning planes
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changed from fighters over to special op C130s and then to KC135s, EA6b and the like. Finally as the sky
turned red orange the AWACS came floating in. I snapped a few photos of it and walked back to the car here
paula had been waiting. I gt in and put my camera back in the bag talking to her about jst how cool this ad
been. My scanner crackled with one more call. "Kong 1 approaching runway 3 left." I lookup and saw a B2
spirit banking to turn into a landing. It would have been the perfect photo against the red sun setting sky. The
first one that got away.
The following afternoon I returned to the same location. Waiting and seeing few planes. I finally figured out
the wind had shifted and they were approaching the other end of he runway. I relocated and enjoyed the
view, but alas the view from the NASCAR Vegas Speedway just ain't the same.
The next day held promise as we drove on towards Rachael NV. North on 93 and west on Extraterrestrial
Highway (SR375) after gassing up and getting food supplies at Alamo nv, the last chance stop. We parked
the car at the appropriate spot. I walked on about a half mile to near the point called coyote pass. This hel
promise of a point here you could look down on planes of the blue force as they try to sneak north of area
51. I walked and climbed the best I could. About 2/3 the way up the mountain I realized I was wearing tennis shoes in an area where boots were much more appropriate. I learned later the ground was called scree
which is known for sliding underfoot.. The more I climbed the more I realized my progress was slow and the
chances of a turned ankle (or worse!) were increasing! Should I break a bone I was 93 miles from a hospital
and that was after the half mile that Paula would have had to drag me just to get to the car. About then I decided to satisfy myself with a view down slope after any planes made it through the pass. I waited and
waited. I was probably like a 8 year old in little league in the outfield waiting on something to happen. I
waited. I watched for wildlife. I looked at the cactus…….BOOOOOOOOOOM as a F16 slipped down the
valley with me not near ready to take a photo. But I remember well the SW on the tail and the fact it was
loaded for the SEAD mission to suppress enemy air defenses. Pretty cool but no photo. I waited for about
45 minutes for something else to pass but to no avail. My scanner and the contrails above told me the action was west of Rachael . A 20 minute drive put me in the vicinity but with the dogfight at medium altitude
there was no chance for a photo. We returned to a point on the highway near Coyote pass where we simply
parked by the side of the road. I listened to the scanner and enjoyed the circling contrails overhead. I continued to monitor the little scanner in my hand. Among the calls of Fox 3 and MiG3 you’re dead I heard one
clear vice say “The pens are open to the south—recommend six Mark 82’s from that direction for maximum
effect. Okay I thought to myself, they are going to simulate a bomb run. About a minute later the simulation shook me to my core. I didn’t see
the bombs, nor did I see any smoke
on the horizon, but it was clear there
was no simulation! The noise was
awesome! About 2 minutes later
three RAF Tornadoes skedaddled
around the mountain at Coyote Pass
where I was standing a couple of
hours earlier. If I had just stayed
there. Another one that got away.
We checked into “The Lil’ Ale Inn” which is actually a room in a doublewide trailer, returned to the café and
had our alien burger and bought our assortment of souvenirs while we waited for the sun to go down. The
stars from the desert are particularly worth watching. Our convention from previous trips was to drive to
“The Black Mailbox” which is a popular landmark where you can see the stars as well as the glow of Las Vegas in the distance and sometimes a glow from the mountain range hiding Area 51! We watched for a while7

and then drove on back towards Rachael for the evening. That’s about when the night time dogfights began.
It was a full moon and besides the scanner traffic we could distintly see contraisl again as they twisted and
turned overhead. What was really cool was the afterburner glows as the fighters turned. I can see how easily people see UFO’s in this area.
The next day it was time too drive back to Vegas. I have made other trips in this area and twice had gone to
the back gate entrance to Area 51 nearest to Rachael NV. We discussed it and this time around we decided
to try our hand at the Groom Lake Road entrance. It is not a gated entrance but a roadway that has signs
saying not to go beyond this point. I wanted to add to my collection of “No Photography This Area” sign photos. With Paula driving and me holding two maps and juggling the GPS to keep us from going to jail we proceeded with my camera safely on the floorboard between my feet.. It is a good 15 mile drive. I was counting
down the miles and got to 0.3 miles with Paula slowing down. I was watching for the famous “Camo Dudes”
who watch the curiosity seekers like us. Then the noise of a HH-60G Blackhawk approached our car from
the left rear at an altitude of about 80 FT. It circled our car twice and then disappeared behind the mountain
towards Area 51. If I had just raised my camera and taken that photo! Another one that got away!
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